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Huge companies work like huge machines. Up to seven 

organizational layers, scattered tasks, the main focus on effi ciency 

based on ISO processes, long-term business plans and sophisticated

systems for performance management and fi nancial steering have 

been put in place. Great cars and reasonable profi ts for shareholders

were the earnings for a very long time. Times have changed, and the

automotive industry has to adapt to a new speed.

In today’s VUCA world, operational excellence is still 
needed. But to compete with the new drivers in the 
mobility business or new car producers like Tesla, NIO,
Geely and Byton, a race setup is required. Big players 
in the automotive industry face several challenges at 
the same time. Their engineering processes need to 
speed up while handling an even larger number of pow-
ertrain concepts (combustion, hybrid, electric, hydro-
gen, …) and having to deal with the challenges of digi-
talization (especially autonomous driving) in parallel. 
Additionally, employer expectations drive them towards 
more agility. Top talents are rare and not attracted to 
traditional ways of working. They expect meaningful 
tasks in an environment with a fl at hierarchy and suf-
fi cient room for self-fulfi llment. The cool, innovative 
corporate culture found at start-ups or Google-style 
tech companies has become very relevant in the »war 
for talents.« Existing organizational operating systems, 
which mainly focus on stability and predictability, are 
no longer good enough to ensure long-term success. 
European car manufacturers and second-tier suppliers 
must become more agile. A second operating system 
opens the fast lane for many of these companies.
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Both hands on the steering wheel

Companies like Mercedes, VW or BMW will not instant-
ly transform into an agile company like Google, Netfl ix 
or Spotify. And it does not make sense to disrupt a 
functioning organizational operating system, which 
will remain an important success factor. The answer 
to many of the previously-described challenges is the 
»ambidextrous organization.« This concept is able to 
align operational excellence with fresh thinking; it bal-
ances effi  ciency and innovation. The solution com-
bines traditional management with focused agile de-
velopments; we call this model a »second operating 
system.« The mindset for running organizational ambi-
dexterity is not »either-or«; it is »as well as.« Tested in 
practice, it works quite well. 
 Specifi c interventions have proven to be very ef-
fective in helping create fi rst steps towards a more ag-
ile organization and cultivating the soil for the »second 
operating system.« If you want to turbocharge your or-
ganization and fi nd out what an ambidextrous organi-
zation can look like in practice, you will fi nd plenty of 
recommendations in this magazine.
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Bringing concept cars to series production

To cope with current business requirements, future-fi t 
companies have to speed up processes, adapt faster 
to market conditions, boost innovation and integrate 
fragmented work processes. There are many ways 
to implement the right tools for the right task; these 
working concepts can be started pretty quickly.

Rapid Innovation Teams
Small, powerful, multi-disciplinary teams that are 
formed on a temporary basis to advance and concret-
ize an innovation task with a very strong focus. 

Agile Project Teams 
Cross-functional teams where people leave their home 
base for a limited time to work on a specifi c challenge. 
These teams have a clear sponsor (e. g. product own-
er) who is responsible for connecting the team to the 
traditional organization and practicing people from 
outside infl uences.

Agile Islands
Teams, units, divisions or departments organize them-
selves along agile structures, run agile processes and 

use agile systems. These Islands have a clear purpose, 
an agreed setup and sometimes their own performance 
management system which is diff erent from the rest of 
the organization.

Working with an agile mindset
An agile mindset and methods can be used for the 
work of teams or departments without changing the 
organizational structure. Applying creativity or Design 
Thinking methodology in innovation workshops, using 
Kanban to steer internal projects or working with agile 
communication formats (like »stand-ups« or »retro-
spectives«) improves organizational learning.

All of these interventions can be helpful for a head 
start. To achieve real and sustainable ambidexterity, a 
lot more is needed.

Creating a clear framework

Fostering a mindset that allows both systems to co-
exist, work in parallel and most importantly interact in 
a productive way is no easy task. To successfully run 
the dual operating system, some elements are crucial. 
First of all, this process must be carried by senior man-



agement ownership. The person committed to this 
kind of change must be strong enough to safeguard 
the second operating system against negative infl u-
ences and keep up sustained attention. It will take 
some time to learn and fi gure out where and how it can 
be implemented. If attention and ambition fade, initial 
embryonic successes will quickly dry out.
 A second very important task concerns resources 
and prioritization. It is essential to staff -teams and task 
forces for the second operating system. It needs to be 
clear how to prioritize topics from both of the operat-
ing systems and how much capacity should be dedi-
cated to them. Another important challenge is a new 
process for decision-making. The second operating 
system often requires faster decisions and needs to 
work outside the »traditional« pathways and commit-
tees. Equipping people with the right to make deci-
sions will speed things up a lot.

Develop agile skills

Beyond the new framework, a change of mind is nec-
essary for success. Every agile structure needs sup-
port to develop skills, tools and roles with coaches and 
training. Organizations have to build up the resources 

to shape teams to work in agile ways and keep key 
principles in focus. Tools and training should be made 
available to everyone who likes to learn and experi-
ment with new ways of working. Diff erentiating be-
tween situations and using the best mindset is much 
harder than it sounds at the beginning, but pays off  
later. Another valuable investment is placed right on 
physical space and communication enhancement 
tools. Flexible spaces equipped with agile furniture to 
practice agile and innovative working methods can 
make a real diff erence. Last but not least, recognition 
and awareness throughout the organization have to 
be created. Working in the second operating system 
calls for the same appreciation and attention by top 
management as working in the effi  cient operating sys-
tem. Fostering awareness of the new topics in commu-
nication and events helps a lot. Ultimately, achieve-
ments of agile working should also be refl ected in the 
reward systems of the organization.
 To sum it up, making the fi rst steps towards a more 
agile organization can be done very quickly with a few 
specifi c interventions. However, transitioning into a 
hybrid organization or running two operating systems 
sustainably is a lot of work. We know from experience 
that it can also be a lot of fun. 

»Big automotive companies have been 
built to last, but in comparison to their 

products, their steering is pretty slow. To 
deal with the VUCA challenges, a new 

operating system is essential.«
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